AMERICA BABYLON ,666, DESTRUCTION OF BABYLON
AMERICAN ONE DOLLAR BILL/SEAL

How then does John the revelator tie into this thing? He does so by telling us the number of the
beast. In point of actual fact, he says "let him who has understanding"". Wisdom is a hidden thing. In
other words, John is telling us that this is a secret thing, not easily detected, not known. It requires
understanding, and understanding requires wisdom. It will be a hidden thing, something that must be
carefully searched out, or what we would call "a mystery". If it is a mystery, then we have to move over to
hidden occultic meanings to find out the signs and symbols of mystery, and how they work. Let's see how
John actually words it: Rev. 13:18 “here is wisdom, let him that hath understanding count the number of
the beast:"...for it is the number of (a) man; and his number is six hundred threescore and six." Now
notice the actual number of the beast. We have concluded that the little horn of Dan. 7:8, is the beast
(anti-christ), so the number of the little horn is 600, 60 and 6. Many have always added it together, and
thus have come with the number 666. But the actual Greek is comprised of three numbers: 600, 60 and
6. It is important to keep that in mind.
We do not have to add them together to get the mark of the beast or the number of his name.
John does not tell us to add them together. It is not that we cannot add them together, but the point is
John does not tell us to add them together. We will then take a different tact to solve the riddle. We will
use exactly what the bible tells us: 600, 60 and 6. Embedded at the base of the pyramid of the American
seal (dollar) are the Roman numerical letters: "MDCCLXXVI".
Now you would normally read that as 1776, which is correct. That is the "obvious" meaning of
those letters. But what is the hidden numerical value of those letters? And what if we took all of the
Roman Numerals together and added them up? The Romans used the following letters for their number
system: DCLXVI with D=500, C=100, L=50, X=10, V=5, and I - 1. The M letter was not used until much
later. Now if we take these letters and add them all up, we come to 666. If we take them as Scripture
gives the number, we come up with this in descending order.
But it does not stop there. If we take the date given on the official seal of the United States, we
come to something quite interesting indeed. What if we were to break down the code buried within the
letters, using the occults own principles of numerology as associated with the pyramid? You will notice in
the Masonic jewel that there are in fact three separate triangles, each one offset to the other.
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You also know there are three sides to each triangle. In the occult, each side has a meaning. In
the occult, each plane of creation has a trinity associated with it. There are three planes to creation:
heaven, earth, and hell. This means there are nine sides to the Masonic triangles. It just so happens
there are also nine letters in "MDCCLXXVI". What would happen if we broke them apart into groups of
three?
MDC CLX XVI

Using the occult principal of applying values to the three corners of a pyramid, (in accordance with
occult numerics, with these values placed in their respective positions of importance by their sequence,
and the first roman numeral of each group being placed as the capstone), we find something that is very
interesting when it comes to the base numbers of each pyramid. Although one could say it was merely
coincidence, it appears to be much more than that. In the occult the triangle represents: at the top,
Lucifer (god), bottom left point is the Mother, and bottom right point is the son, (trinity).
Please notice that by adding up the letters at the base of each pyramid, we come to 600, 60 and
6. The base value of each pyramid is exactly the number given to us by John the revelator, and it is in the
exact sequence given. We are also given the exact date for the beginning of the beast government:
1776, or the date of birth for the beast power. Thus we find all the elements of the great seal of the
United States of Babylon mentioned to identify the "little horn and the mark of the beast". Remember, it is
Daniel who says that the little horn rises up to take the world, and persecutes the children of God upon
earth. It is now possible for us to identify the beast: it is a Masonic conspiracy. The United States is to
play the key central role in the New World Order. In other words, America is a Masonic Nation, a nation
called the "New Atlantis", the "New Zion" the "New Jerusalem of the nations". The secret destiny of the
the United States was written in the occult many years ago . We are to usher in the “great white
brotherhood”, Lucifer, the ascended masters of pre-flood days, the fallen angels of Genesis chapter six.
Now notice that the bottom of the pyramids add up to 600, 60 and 6 in the exact sequence. Now
the bottom of the pyramid is in fact the foundation upon which a thing rests. The Masons claim that
Nimrod was the very first Mason, and it was Nimrod who built the mighty tower of babel. The Masons
also go back to ancient Egypt, and claim the great pyramid as one of their own. Nimrod was a Luciferian,
a worshipper of Lucifer the sun god. It is also important to note that the Babylonian system of numbers
was based upon six, not as ours is now, which is on tens. What about the top? Well, here is the secret:
$1000 U.S. dollars equals $600 Babylonian. $100 U.S. dollars equals $60 Babylonian, and $10 U.S.
dollars equals $6.00 Babylonian.
Now here is something else interesting to make note of. In the bible, if you look up the number six
hundred, threescore and six, you will only find it twice in that exact sequence. What it reveals to us is
utterly astounding:
1Kgs. 10:14 “now the weight of gold that came to solomon in one year was six hundred threescore
and six talents of gold.”
Rev. 13:18 “here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the
number of a man; and his number is six hundred threescore and six.”
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Now in both cases, economics is in use, and the first time it is used is in relationship to Solomon
and his temple. It has to do with taxes, a temple, and a king. In Masonry, they freely use the word
Solomon, they constantly refer to Solomon's Temple, and they mean to build another one in Jerusalem
on the 32 acre temple mount. However, you must be aware that when Masonry uses the word Solomon,
it also means Sol - om - on, are three names for the sun god, Lucifer. Their temple and their Solomon in
reality has little to do with king Solomon of the old testament. It has much more to do with whom they
secretly worship: Lucifer.
NOTE....Why hasn’t anybody picked up on the fact that the United States refuses to change its one dollar
bill? Almost every other Nation in the world has removed such paper money, but America hangs onto her
occult seal of the anti christ. People of America carry in their wallets and purses a curse. This curse
affects their lives (diseases, emotional status, financial status) etc., and they can’t figure out what is
wrong with America. This is one of the major causes of the spiritual stagnation in the churches
throughout America today. This is another reason why they are dead. This is why they have become
entertainment centres for the doctrine addicted congregations across the land. Today, false doctrine in
the church is like drugs and alcoholism in the world. When you begin to drink and snort that stuff and tell
yourself all day long “I can handle it”, pretty soon you are hooked. And today we have churches full of
doctrine addicts”.
“Professional wrestling in the sports world is a perfect picture of many of the modern
churches, with one foolish (fake) event after another.”

AMERICA....”BABYLON THE GREAT”

Now we can prove that America is Babylon The Great, and we can prove that its great seal is the
seal of the antichrist per Daniel the prophet. We can prove that it carries the number 666 in both its
foundation and final end. We can also prove something else: the house of the temple resides in
Washington D.C., a city laid out totally upon occultic symbols. If modern Babylon the Nation is
America, then America is the modern Land of Shinar, and the house of the temple will be
established there, and from there, she weaves her web of treachery and deception and casts it
upon the peoples of the whole earth. Could the 505 foot United Nation Secretarial Tower be that
Temple?
Dan. 7:8 “While I was contemplating the horns, behold, another horn, a little one, came up among
them, and three of the first horns were pulled out by the roots before it; and behold, this horn
possessed eyes like the eyes of a man and a mouth uttering great [boasts].”
We have said that prophecy is fulfilled in front of Yah's people and it is unrecognized for what it is,
or what is really happening. For example, Daniel said the little horn rises up out of ten. He said that it
subdued or "plucked-up" three of the horns in its rise to power. Now the word translated plucked up by
the roots is "aqar", from "aqar" the root, which means to hamstring. The word hamstring means "to
disable, to cripple". The little horn disables three horns or nations/kingdoms in its rise to power. The little
horn is non other than the United States. The three horns also represent three major players that will rise
up out of the United States, three anti-Christ’s. The three horns is symbolic of the three powers that
occupied the territories of the United States: England, France, and Spain. The United States did in actual
fact hamstring all three of those powers as it rose up to become the self-proclaimed greatest nation upon
earth. It came out of Europe, which had at that time 10 major powers. Indeed, the little horn is the United
States, and the United States is using its front, the “United Nations”, controlled by English Masonry, to
come to full global power, as envisioned by the Masonic "Atlantis" plan.
I would also like to mention here that because Canada recognizes the Queen Of England, she is
in a sense under the sovereign covering (rule) of the Harlot, England. Canadians still swear allegiance to
the Queen. Our judicial court system is still described as “The Court Of Queens Bench”. So Canadian’s
have come under the curse of not only Roman Catholic Prime Ministers mostly governing the country,
but the curse of the whore of the Royal Family.
It is also a fact that 1776 is the birthday of the illuminati!! It is also a fact that the Illuminati chose
the pyramid with the all seeing eye as one of their symbols!!
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Is it a coincidence that the dollar bill carries with it both the number of rebellion (13), and
the number of the beast (666)? You decide for yourself!
The Bronfman family in Canada is one of the New World Order puppets of financing. Is it
coincidence that the Trade Deficit of the United States (difference between goods sold and goods
purchased), reached 666 billion dollars as of March 2005?
If you follow the "money trail" of the rich men of the earth, it will prove to you that indeed, the lion
and the eagles wings are in fact attached to each other, even if they are totally separate entities and
separate nations. This shows the accuracy of Daniel's vision. This is of course confirmed by Jeremiah
50:12, in which Jeremiah portrays Babylon the nation as having a mother. The wings attached to the lion
symbolize this mother-daughter relationship, and further, that this relationship will continue right up to the
destruction of the daughter by nuclear fire. At that point, says Daniel, England must stand alone, by
herself. A review of history will prove to us the accuracy of Daniel's vision. If the shoe fits, the saying
goes, wear it.
It is also a truth that England preceded America, thus qualifying as a "mother". The lion comes up
first, and as it rises, the eagle wings begin to appear,
which is symbolic of the birth of America by England.
Do you see how accurate Daniel is? The Turks
controlled Palestine for over 400 years, until 1917,
when the British general Allenby sent planes over
Palestine dropping thousands of leaflets on the
people. The people had never seen airplanes before,
and were deathly afraid. The leaflets told them to
surrender, and because they were signed by Allenby,
who’s name meant “God’s son” in the Turkish
language, the people thought it was a message from
God and surrendered without ever firing a shot.
Remember that Allenby retook Jerusalem on
December 9, 1917. Check out Psalm 17, verse 12. Ps.
17:12 "like as a lion that is greedy of his prey, and as it
were a young lion lurking in secret places." England
has played a major role in the affairs of the third
commonwealth of Israel, a fact we cannot forget, because Daniel's beast powers all revolve around Israel
of the latter days in some way or another.
When Nimrod had the people build the Tower of Babel, he got the various communities from all
around to unite to build this tower to the gods. He took all those who spoke alike and convinced them to
work together, unite, as a whole. In the exact same way the United States came into existence and built
its Tower in Washington, known as the Washington monument. It also allowed the United Nations tower
to be built in New York.
When the famine controlled Egypt for seven years back in the time of Joseph, the people did the
following in order to survive (Gen. 47:13-19). See if any of this looks familiar in regards to America today.
1)
The people first used all their money to buy grain to survive, then they ran out. Their economic
system collapsed and money all went back to the Pharaoh (government) for him to do with as he wished.
2)
Then the people sold all their herds, their livelihood.
3)
Then the people gave up (sold) all their land (real estate) to the Pharaoh.
4)
Then the people became slaves to the Pharaoh in Egypt, they sold their souls.
America’s Babel
1)
America has recently gone into a deep recession and her economic system has collapsed, with
the government taking control of the monetary system, distributing it as she wishes to the fat cats.
2)
America has sold her blue chip business corporations like IBM, GM, and Dodge Plymouth,
Chrysler, etc, her herds from which her financial security was derived.
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3)
America has lost all her real estate because of the mortgage crisis throughout the nation. She is
now owned by Japan and the Vatican.
4)
In the name of security, Americans are now selling their privacy down the drain. They are selling
their souls.
Another thing that we need to consider about when Nimrod had the Tower of Babel built, is that it
was made of bricks. Bricks are man-made. Bricks are a mixture of things, clay and straw, made uniform,
all looking the same. Bricks come apart over the years, stones do not. This is in direct opposition to
Yeshua who is our cornerstone. The Temple of old was made of stone, not brick. Dead stones (individual
stones) are joined together with the mortar of the Torah and together they become living stones of the
Temple of Yah.
It was the lion England that was greedy for its prey Jerusalem, and in the secret places of her
heart, she (along with the Vatican to whom she is directly connected), wants to rule the world from there.
Please remember the British Royal Family's main church is Westminster Abbey, described as a “Royal
Peculiar”, which is almost identical to the Roman Catholic Church, omitting the Popes role as of 1533.
Spiritually speaking, Queen Elizabeth is the “Protector Of The Faith”. She puts herself on exactly the
same level as the Pope. To rule the world is the Masonic/Illuminist dream. Was England greedy for the
prey of Jerusalem? The evidence would say yes, for she left her weapons of war to the Arabs, and left
Israel totally defenceless against attack. Now why would England do such a thing if they did not want
Israel to fall?
Emerging as the victor because of Yah's wrath, Israel then entered the house of the United
Nations, (the beast) and made a covenant with the PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organization). Other Arab
states are now coming in. The United Nations has said it will help, through the military might of America,
in the "confirmation" of this agreement. She leans upon the American Babylonian and United Nations
forces for her support, and rests there, but is bit by the serpent, called Lucifer, the King of Babylon. It is
the ultimate betrayal.
Remember King David? Remember how David was tending his sheep as a young lad and a lion
and a bear came along, so he had to slay them? Then he had to face Goliath, who had all sorts of armor,
and was a man of war (who can make war with the beast?). David, was a shepherd boy, who had only a
slingshot. There are clues and a sequence here. They are a reflection of things to come. "Thy servant
slew both the lion and the bear: and this uncircumcised philistine (Goliath) shall be as one of them,
seeing he hath defied the armies of Yahveh.”
David said moreover, “Yahveh delivered me out of the paw of the lion, and out of the paw of the
bear, He will deliver me out of the hand of this philistine..." (1Sam.17:36-37)
Is this simply coincidence, or is Yah trying to tell us something? Is what happened to David, and
the sequence of the primary battles of Israel, directly related with the beasts of Daniel 7, and the
sequence of the wars of latter day Israel? It is always the lion, the bear and then a serpent, a goliath, an
antichrist. Obviously then, we can pick up clues as to this antichrist entity by searching the scripture.
Jeremiah claims that the mother bore the daughter. England gave birth to America, and America
rose to a global power, far more powerful than her mother, England. How fitting then that America rides
on top of the Lion, and the Lion bears her along her journey all the way to the end.
From another angle you can understand what Ezekiel was referring to when he spoke: Ezek.
38:13 “Sheba, and Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, with all the young lions thereof, shall say
unto thee, Art thou come to take a spoil? hast thou gathered thy company to take a prey? to carry away
silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to take a great spoil?” Tarshish in the scriptures is non
other than Great Britain. Britain is like the mother lion, and she had primary cubs described as: America,
Australia, (New Zealand) and Canada. Ps. 17:12 “Like as a lion that is greedy of his prey, and as it were
a young lion lurking in secret places.” We also see the tribe of Dan (from whom many claim the antimessiah will arise out of), compared to a lion’s whelp (cub).
Deut. 33:22 And of Dan he said, “Dan is a lion’s whelp, That leaps forth from Bashan.”
Ezek. 19:2 and say, ‘What was your mother? A lioness among lions! She lay down among young
lions, She reared her cubs.
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Is it coincidence that both these nations are the offspring of the British Empire? Canada too, will
pay the price for being one of the cubs, another dimple on the little horn of America.
The bible agrees, which is why Daniel portrays the lion and the eagle wings attached, to form a
singular entity even though it is two separate entities acting in unison, one with the other. It was the
dream of Cecil Rhodes to establish a one world government, one world religion, and one world economic
order with Great Britain at the helm!! It is a Masonic/Illuminist plot to take the world in the name of god.
You have to understand that mystery Babylon (the religious aspect) has many players - and one of them
is English Freemasonry, with its fronts the CFR, the Bilderbergers, and Trilateral Commission.
It is interesting to note the types of symbols that Daniel uses to portray these end time nations.
The lion is a regal beast, the king of beasts. Here we have England, a regal nation, a nation that holds
itself out as the epitome of refinement, of royalty, the keeper of the faith. British-Israel theology even
claims that the Queen's throne is King David's throne. We have a king and queen. We have glory and
splendor. We have pomp and ceremony all befitting the symbol of the lion, all showing us royalty. They
are in fact correct. The Royal Family we have today can trace its bloodline back to king David. When
Yahveh said King David’s descendants would be heirs of royalty, He did not say they would be holy.
Isaiah claims that Babylon (America), laboured, from her youth, in the occult. The occult is
demonic, which is often represented by fowl. For example the deity called Janus was often represented
as a rooster. Revelation says that Babylon America "is fallen". Now the words "is fallen" comes from
"pipto" which means to alight, to fall, to fail, to fall down. It implies a slow gradual descent from its once
great status. Where does it fall? What happens when an eagle has problems in flight? “Fallen, fallen, is
Great Babylon”. It falls to the occult forces that labored to take her. Scripture also says that America was
a Godly nation at the beginning. She held within her the "heritage of God". She turns upon that heritage
and utterly destroys it. Since the 1960's there has been a determined effort on the part of government to
destroy Christianity, and to allow the occult forces to come in unhindered. It was in the 1960's that the
supreme court ruled Messiah out of the classrooms of the United States, under the guise of separation of
church and state. However, it allowed the occult to come in. The Christians complained bitterly, and so,
prayer was allowed back in, but only along with all other "religious beliefs", because that was the goal of
Masonry all along. They teach there is no knowable essential truth. Thus, because there is no knowable
truth, then no one has the right to claim they "have the truth". Thus all religions are placed upon equal
parity, one with another. That destroys Christianity, for Yeshua claimed He was the truth, and that He
was, if people searched him out, "knowable". Masonry takes a very blatant antichrist stance, but uses the
name of a christ, a god, and the prophets all the time.
Thus America is doing what Israel of old did, she has opened her arms to all other religious
concepts, and thus destroys the one true faith, her first love. In a word, she goes into utter apostasy, and
full scale rebellion against Yeshua. It is a slow gradual process. The eagle is powerful, a bird of prey. We
must also remember that the Eagle is a member of the VULTURE family of birds. It preys on dead
carcasses. America is powerful, and will become the most vicious and violent bird of prey the world has
ever seen under the banner of the United Nations, the fourth beast of Daniel. Witness Iraq, which is just
the beginning. Under the banner of no knowable truth, and tolerance to all beliefs, the religions of the
"world" will unite - just as Masonry has long dreamed. They will form a temple of understanding, and the
world will unite under one religious creed.
Obad. 1:4 “though you build high like the eagle, though you set your nest among the stars,
from there I will bring you down,” declares Elohim.
America is connected always to the eagle, and always with a literal space program. She wants to
build her nest among the stars of god. She wants to be like the Most High God Of Israel. America has
always been what we could call a great achiever. But why does man wish to ascend into the heavens,
and explore the universe? Is it because it is there, or is it for another reason, a hidden reason, a reason
known only to Satan, the ruler of the unregenerate heart? Is there a secret reason, unknown to man, that
propels him to reach for the stars? Now read Isa. 14:13-15, which is a taunt against the king of Babylon,
Lucifer: "for thou hast said in thine heart, I will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne above the
stars of god; I will sit also upon the mount of the congregation, in the sides of the north: I will ascend
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above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most high. Yet, thou shalt be brought down to hell, to
the sides of the pit."
It is Lucifer, the King Of Babylon, that brings about a literal space program that allows Babylon to
make her nest in the stars. It is Lucifer, the king of Babylon, that says I will sit upon the mount of the
congregation. There is only one man recorded in scripture, that enters the holy of holies on the temple
mount in the last days, the antichrist! He is the King Of Babylon, and one of his names is Lucifer.
The modern translations don't like the word Lucifer, so they exchange it for the meaning of the
word, in an attempt to cover up the fact that the whole world will in fact worship a being called "Lucifer",
who is the king of Babylon, who is the antichrist.
The space program is the literal manifestation in our material world of the hidden spiritual "quest"
of the luciferian's, who use military force to enforce their dictates around the world. That is why the UN
and America are considered by Yahveh as one entity, for in reality, they are.
The NASA military space and aviation program allows her to fortify the heavens. Babylon The
Great, America, soars as the eagle. Indeed, was it not Neil Armstrong who said "the eagle has landed,"
when America went to the moon, when she built her nest among the stars, and does not the great seal of
the United States include a constellation of stars (pentagrams) that form the six pointed star of the
occult? Indeed it does.
How interesting it is that a prime Masonic symbol is the phoenix bird, and the early renderings of
the U.S. great seal were in fact a phoenix, which looks so remarkably like the American eagle now on it.
The reverse of the great seal is the Luciferian pyramid, with the all seeing eye of Baal or Lucifer on top of
it. It has the motto concerning a secular order around it. How strange it is that the Masonic dream is to
forge a new world order with Lucifer as their king. How strange that the rich men of the earth are
connected to America Babylon, and the lion England. How strange it is that the rich men, the mighty
merchants of Babylon, adhere to the basic tenets of Masonry and its goal of a One World Order, One
World Religion, and One World Economic System. How strange that the United Nations displays the
phoenix bird in the security counsel!!
Stranger yet is the lady in the harbor of New York, brought to us by a 33rd degree Mason, a gift
from France, who went through an Illuminist/Masonic revolution that murdered hundreds of thousands in
the name of reason, or light. The Masons (including George Washington and Thomas Jefferson)
incidentally, are also the ones who brought the pagan obelisk to the Washington Monument. Many of the
Presidents of America were Freemasons. This, like all obelisks of course, represents an erect penis, in
reference to fertility gods. How strange it is that this "lady" sits upon a star, and has a broken chain on
her feet, telling us that she is free, and has broken the chains that bind man down. How strange it is that
Psalm two speaks of this very thing: Ps. 2:1-3 "why do the heathen rage, and the people imagine a vain
thing? the kings of the earth set themselves, and the rulers take counsel together, against Yahveh, and
against His anointed, saying, let us break their bands asunder,, and cast away their cords from us."
Of course it is merely "coincidental" that all of this was foretold by Yahveh and His prophets. It is
merely a "coincidence" that all of these things have happened exactly as Yah said they would happen.
And of course it is merely coincidental that the shepherds of Babylon would deny it all, and be so
spiritually blinded they could not understand even the most basic of Yah's truths.

THE WARNING HAS BEEN CLEAR

Yah told the citizens of Babylon The Great, America, exactly what would happen in America, and
pointed a finger directly at the christian shepherds. Why do you suppose that Yah would do that? Why
would He pick a specific group and lay the blame right at their feet? Because it is Yah's people who are
supposed to be able to identify the antichrist nation, the nation that spawns the antichrist spirit.
Remember that the antichrist rises in deception. It happened back in the time of Jeremiah and is
happening once more in America today. Jer. 50:6 "my people (christians) hath been lost sheep (unsaved,
unregenerate - hell bound): their shepherds (the christian clergy, the evangelists, the preachers
[CEO’S], the teachers) have caused them to go astray, "they have turned them away on the
mountains; they have gone from mountain to hill, they have forgotten their resting place”. The
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shepherds of Yah's people in Babylon America embrace a false salvation gospel (Matt. 7:21-23; 2Pet.
2:1-3), which leads millions into eternal ruin. Their salvation Gospel is an utterly false gospel. It is "sugarcoated", and an “all positive gospel”.
Indeed, the false christian clergy are strangers and they hold forth a false gospel, that leads to
their reproach and loss at the judgment seat of Messiah. They shall one and all be ashamed, and now
face eternal ruin for ever and ever. This is the primary reason why American christians reject that
America is economic/spiritual Babylon. They have been utterly mislead by false shepherds, too many to
list. It is part of prophecy. But you do not have to be one of them! You can extricate yourself from Yah's
disfavor by simply accepting what Yah says as fact, and rejecting all the nonsense of these hell bound
false leaders.
Adonai fights His wars in the valley. True salvation lies in the valley. If you refuse the valley
experience (the negative aspects of the salvation doctrine) you will never find your resting place. Yeshua
said you must pick up your stake and follow Him. Babylon's gospel of salvation has no stake, no death of
self, and therefore no true life. It is an utterly false salvation doctrine. It sweeps the vast majority of
christians into eternal hellfire. That is why Adonai says they are lost sheep. They are lost, lost forever.
Jer. 51:51 "we are confounded, because we have heard reproach; shame hath covered our faces: for
strangers are come into the sanctuaries of Yahveh’s house."

BABYLON THE GREAT IS A NATION

When we say Babylon is a Nation, we mean to say that she is a lawful nation, a nation with
specific boundaries, a nation recognized in international law, a nation capable of entering into treaties, a
nation with a central government, and a nation recognized by other nations of the earth. That is a nation
with a specific land mass, defined boundaries by law, a nation with a people that go by a specific name, a
nation with urban areas, cities, towns, rural districts, farms, lakes, forests, etc.. That is what we mean by
a nation, and that is what Yah means by a nation.
Keep in mind that Rome's “The Holy See”, is classified as a nation also. The “holy See” and
America are both sovereign nations.
Babylon is referred to in the scriptures as a nation both directly and indirectly. Often the term
kingdom and nation are used interchangeably. There are areas in the old testament prophecies that
identify Babylon The Great as a nation, as a singular entity, not just some world wide system. Jer. 50:12
is a good place to start: "your mother shall be sore confounded; she that bare you shall be ashamed:
behold, the hinder-most of the nations shall be a wilderness, a dry land, and a desert." This is a direct
reference to Babylon The Great, who is also called the daughter of Babylon. Jeremiah calls her directly
the hinder most of the nations. You view this from his perspective, as he looks down the tunnel of time the hinder most from him would be the last Babylon. That means the last Babylon will rise before the
end. The last and the youngest of all the great nations at the end time. In comparison with the other
nations of the world, at the time of the end, she will be a young and powerful nation among the great
nations. America fits that description perfectly. She is young and yet arguably the most powerful nation
among the nations of the world.
We know for a fact that this must refer to a limited land mass area with specific boundaries, for the
whole world is not destroyed, but Babylon the nation is destroyed. This latter day Babylon has a mother,
which is also a nation. This mother was responsible for "birthing" this mighty Babylon of the end times. If
Iraq is the end times Babylon as some try to claim, who is the mother of Iraq? If you read this verse
carefully, it says that the mother nation preceded Babylon, gave birth to her, watches her rise to full
power, and watches her die in fire. Again, who is the mother of Iraq? Iraq has none.
Babylon The Great is a nation. We would not need any other reference to prove it, because one
direct reference is enough. There are many more. Habakkuk is a key prophet in identification of Babylon
The Great. He is usually ignored by prophecy "experts". Hab. 1:6 "for, lo, I raise up the Chaldeans (new
Babylon), that bitter and hasty nation, which shall march through the breadth of the land, to possess the
dwelling places that are not their's". Notice the term nation. Not nations, or any group of nations, but
always one nation, a singular nation. Again Adonai calls Babylon The Great nation. She is also referred
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to as a kingdom, the same as a nation. Babylon is always referred to in the singular. Isa. 13:19 "and
Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty of the Chaldee's excellency, shall be as when Elohim
overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah." Here Isaiah calls Babylon a kingdom, in fact, she is the queen among
all the kingdom nations of the earth. She is the leading power of the whole world. Notice her end, like
Sodom and Gomorrah, by fire. That is exactly what Jeremiah says, and that is exactly what revelation 17
and 18 says. She will be burned utterly with fire. From coast to coast, from sea to shining sea. There is a
complete harmony of scripture. Isa. 45:5 "sit thou silent, and get thee into darkness, o daughter of the
Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called, The Lady Of Kingdoms." Isaiah again refers to her as the
lady/queen of all the kingdoms. She is presented in scripture as being the most powerful of all end time
nations. None can come close to her in terms of wealth, power, military, agriculture, manufacturing,
music, art, garments, auto-mobiles, air-craft and space exploration. All of these attributes are listed by
the prophets as they describe Babylon the nation. The point being she is repeatedly referred to as a
singular kingdom, a singular nation.
Babylon The Great is also referred to as the daughter of Babylon, and also the daughter of the
Chaldeans. It is important to note that it is again a singular daughter. It is not daughter(s) of Babylon, but
the one singular daughter. The Greek word for "daughter" is "bath", and it means offspring or descendent
of Babylon. Like mother, like daughter. It means that this daughter of Babylon will be of the same type, of
the same characteristics. America is no doubt as heathen as the Vatican and her worship of mammon
can’t be more obvious.
Ancient Babylon was the splendor of the world. She was the center of world trade, the richest and
most powerful nation in the known world. Yah said that as it was, so shall it be! Jer. 51:33 "for thus saith
Yahveh, Elohim of Israel; the daughter of Babylon is like a threshing floor, it is time to thresh her: yet a
little while, and the time of her harvest shall come." Mighty Babylon, the great nation of the end times, is
going to be pulverized as Babylon of old. She is to be utterly demolished for her sins. Isa. 47:1 "Come
down, and sit in the dust, o virgin daughter of Babylon, sit on the ground: there is no throne, o daughter
of the Chaldeans: for thou shalt no more be called tender and delicate." Here Isaiah calls Babylon The
Great the Queen Of The Nations, but her throne has been taken from her. She has been removed as the
most powerful nation in the world, and made to sit in the dust of the Rockefeller's Rothschild's. Notice the
singular aspect, one daughter, one throne, one queen. Babylon The Great is not a group of nations as
the EC, EU, UN, G7, NATO, or a system, but one nation, a nation that spawns all the end time systems
of the world: political, economic, and religious. In other words Babylon the nation is responsible for the
Babylonian world wide system it creates. And behind it all stands mystery - which the bible defines as
secret religious orders. We all know who the “Mystery Religion” of the world is, no doubt the Roman
Catholic Church.
You will also understand why America was supposedly born as a godly, christ fearing nation, and
why she turns and utterly destroys her heritage and rises up as the leading christ hating nation in the
world. You will know that in fact, the Supreme Court of the United States twice ruled that America was a
christian nation. It has happened exactly as Jeremiah said it would. You will know why New York's Wall
Street” is the financial capitol of the world, and why the rich men of the earth all have offices in the
great city Babylon, regardless of where their home nation is. You will know it is where the home of the
“Dow Jones”, “New York”, and “Amex Stock Exchanges” are centered.
Most of the merchants of the earth have their money tied up in U.S. stocks, U.S. corporations,
and land investments, and many have their gold and silver stored in America. When America is
destroyed, they will be instantly bankrupt, and the entire system will crash to the ground! New York City
represents the wealth of America, just as the great city Babylon represents the wealth of the nation
Babylon. When the city burns, the nation burns with her.
It is the "rich men of the earth" (Rothschild's, Rockefeller's, Kennedy’s, DuPont’s, Astor’s, Bundy’s,
Freeman’s, Onassis, Rusell’s, Van Duyn’s, Merovingian’s, Li’s, Collins, etc.) who rule the world behind
the scenes, and who forge their occultic religion and force it upon the whole world. It is the "rich men of
the earth" that the bible says are the "killers of the just (James 5:6)." It is the rich men of the earth, the
mighty merchants of Babylon, that spill the blood of all that are slain upon the earth (Rev. 18:24). Yah
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points the finger directly at these mighty men of finance, and lays the blame right at their feet, via her
monetary manipulations, Babylon caused world wars, and murdered millions of people doing it. These
rich men of the earth are the very heart of all the evil upon earth. As their home is Babylon, then it is no
accident that their front organization, the United Nations is also in Babylon.
If one examines the Council On Foreign Relations, The Trilateral Commission, The Bilderbergers,
and the host of other spin off organizations, we will find them to be composed of the rich men of the
earth. If we examine who sits on the boards of foundations and the large corporations, we will find the
rich men of the earth. If we examine the doctrine of these men, we find world government, a world
economic system, and a world religion at the very core of their thoughts. Why? Because it benefits them
greatly, and opens the entire world for their plundering.
You will know why the World Trade Center sits in New York city. You will understand why the New
York stock exchange is the most important exchange in the world. If “Wall Street” falls, the whole world
falls with it! You will know why CNN's money-line program, with Lou Dobbs comes on the air with the
statement "from the financial capital of the world", located in New York City, Babylon The Great city,
home of the United Nations. You will know why New York City is the largest seaport city in the western
hemisphere, and why America is surrounded by warm water seaports and trades by the sea with every
nation upon earth. You will see why Yah said she "sits upon many waters", that is, she is surrounded
by large bodies of water each with a different name. Thus the Atlantic, the Pacific, the Gulf Of Mexico, the
Arctic, the Great Lakes, the mighty Mississippi, and the Hudson River.
You will see what Adonai meant when He said that Babylon The Great would be a nation formed
out of every tribe and tongue on earth, who slowly migrated to one nation and formed supposedly the
greatest country in the world. That is why America has "e pluribus unum" (“one out of many”, or “giving
order to chaos by uniting the many into one”) as it's motto on the American Seal! It was foretold by Yah!
You will know why America is the central nation involved in globalism, and is the chief instigator of the
New World Order. You will know why American corporations and their leaders have spanned the globe,
for they are the mighty merchants of Babylon The Great, whom Yahveh calls the “Great Men Of The
Earth”. She is like a spiders web, stretching out to catch everything in her path, like an octopus with
tentacles extending in all directions. You will understand why America will be, and has to be closely
associated with the antichrist of the end times. It is the king of Babylon of the nation Babylon, that is
Lucifer. He will go forth in anger and rule the world from New York City, called The Golden City, right in
the United Nations. Isa. 14:4-6 “that you will take up this taunt against the king of Babylon, and say,
“How the oppressor has ceased, [And how] fury has ceased! “Yahveh has broken the staff of the wicked,
The scepter of rulers which used to strike the peoples in fury with unceasing strokes, Which subdued the
nations in anger with unrestrained persecution”.

THE DESTRUCTION OF BABYLON, THE PLUCKING OF THE WINGS

Daniel's comment that he "beheld till the wings thereof were plucked," is an interesting one. The
word "plucked" is "merat", which means to pull off. There is a violent separation of the eagle's wings and
the lion. There is a violent separation between America and England. What is this violent separation?
I believe the plucking of the eagle wings is a direct reference to a terrorist nuclear attack against
America Babylon, as foretold by all of the prophets who write about her.
Rev. 18:8 ""Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and
she shall be utterly burned with fire; for strong is Yahveh who judgeth her ."
Jer. 50:12 “Your mother shall be sore confounded; she that bare you shall be ashamed: behold,
the hindermost of the nations shall be a wilderness, a dry land, and a desert"
Luke 12:49 “I have come to set fire to the earth! And how I wish it were already kindled!
Babylon The Great, that mighty end time antichrist nation, is going to be burned with nuclear fire
and destroyed from one end to the other, and her mother, England and Rome intermingled, shall watch it
happen!! There will be nothing left of America Babylon when the Arab-Muslim coalition comes against
her, (possibly the 10 kings of Revelation 17). They shall burn her with nuclear fire because of her sins.
Here a little and there a little. Line upon line, precept upon precept.
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Divine love runs the kingdom of Yahveh vs. the spirit of mammon that runs earth. We could word
this another way: truth (which is the key aspect of divine love) runs heaven, while lies and mammon run
earth. Yeshua opposes riches because it stands in the way of most people ever entering into the
Kingdom Of Heaven, including the vast majority of Christians. In fact, the parable of the sower is another
statement of Messiah’s in which He claims that riches, and the cares of this world, are in fact a major
obstacle for one to overcome if they wish to enter the Kingdom Of Heaven: Mark 4:15-19 “And these are
they by the way side, where the word is sown; but when they have heard, Satan cometh immediately,
and taketh away the word that was sown in their hearts. [16] And these are they likewise which are
sown on stony ground; who, when they have heard the word, immediately receive it with gladness; [17]
And have no root in themselves, and so endure but for a time: afterward, when affliction or persecution
ariseth for the word's sake, immediately they are offended. [18] And these are they which are sown
among thorns; such as hear the word, [19] And the cares of this world, and the deceitfulness of
riches, and the lusts of other things entering in, choke the word, and it becometh unfruitful.”
We find other references Yeshua made concerning wealth and the spirit of mammon, and how it
actually prohibits that vast majority of mankind from gaining heaven. The rich young ruler is another
example: Luke 18:18-30 “and a certain ruler asked him, saying, good master, what shall I do to inherit
eternal life? [19] and Yeshua said unto him, why callest thou me good? None is good, save one, that is,
Adonai. [20] Thou knowest the commandments, do not commit adultery, do not kill, do not steal, do not
bear false witness, honour thy father and thy mother. [21] And He said, all these have I kept from my
youth up. [22] Now when Yeshua heard these things, He said unto him, yet lackest thou one thing: sell
all that thou hast, and distribute unto the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and come,
follow me. [23] And when he heard this, he was very sorrowful: for he was very rich. [24] And when
Yeshua saw that he was very sorrowful, he said, how hard shall they that have riches enter into the
kingdom of Adonai! [25] For it is easier for a camel to go through a needle's eye, than for a rich man to
enter into the kingdom of Adonai. [26] And they that heard it said, who then can be saved? [27] and He
said, the things which are impossible with men are possible with Adonai. [28] Then Peter said, lo, we
have left all, and followed thee. [29] And He said unto them, verily I say unto you, there is no man that
hath left house, or parents, or brethren, or wife, or children, for the kingdom of Adonai’s sake, [30] who
shall not receive manifold more in this present time, and in the world to come life everlasting.”
James speaks of these rich men, and has some rather unkind words to say about them: James
5:1-6 “go to now, ye rich men, weep and howl for your miseries that shall come upon you. [2] your
riches are corrupted, and your garments are motheaten. [3] Your gold and silver is cankered; and
the rust of them shall be a witness against you, and shall eat your flesh as it were fire. Ye have
heaped treasure together for the last days. [4] Behold, the hire of the labourers who have reaped down
your fields, which is of what you kept back by fraud (income tax), crieth: and the cries of them which have
reaped are entered into the ears of Yahveh of the sabbath. [5] Ye have lived in pleasure on the earth, and
been wanton; ye have nourished your hearts, as in a day of slaughter. [6] Ye have condemned and killed
the just; and He doth not resist you.” Notice what James has to say about these rich men:
They heaped together treasure for the last days.
They withheld wages from the workers by a system of taxation.
They lived in great pleasure upon the earth.
They have a great day of "slaughter" planned.
They have condemned and killed the just in this day of "slaughter".
There is no greater condemnation or finger pointing than right here, and it is confirmed in many other
places of the bible.

STATUE OF LIBERTY...”LADY LIBERTY”
Indeed “Lady Liberty” stands in the harbor of New York, the very entrance to Babylon The Great.
Right in the harbor of the great city Babylon, the home of the United Nations, where the kings of the
earth, and the rulers take their counsel together against Messiah. What could be more obvious, and what
could be more plain? How strange that Babylon is referred to as a lady a number of times, and that the
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statue of liberty is called "Lady Liberty"? How strange is it the statue was also
called “Liberty Enlightening the World”? How strange is it that the pagan
Phoenicians worshipped a goddess called “The Lady Of The Sea”? How
strange it is that she is identical to the Roman goddess Libertas? Libertas in
Latin means “Liberty”. How strange is it that this statue is that of a bearer of
light, exactly what Lucifer is called? How strange it was to see Americans flock
to the great city Babylon to pay their homage to this Masonic statue, which
depicts utter rebellion from Yahveh? The lady is of course liberty, and the
Masons want liberty to pursue their goals, unhindered by religious persecution,
a noble cause, for in the name of religion were the Masons burned at the stake
and driven deep underground. They want their turn now - but Adonai has
warned them of the outcome, if they will but listen.
This gift of the Freedom goddess wears a crown with seven rays similar to the
crown on the Colossus of Rhodes, a monument (one of the seven wonders of
the ancient world), to the Sun god Helios that once stood astride a Greek
harbor. This goddess who supposedly guides, inspires, and protects her
witches, is openly worshipped by many pagans around the world, especially
those in New York.
In the hand of the Statue Of Liberty you will find her holding a tablet. On that tablet you will find the
same Roman Numerals that are on the American Seal. The numbers are MDC CLX XVI. Again we have
the seal of the anti christ starring us right in the face with his number 666. The statue was built in 1876 by
Frederick Bartoldi with Roman Catholic Alexandre Gustave Eiffel who later built the Eiffel Tower, building
the undercarriage. It consisted of a sixty five foot granite base built by Richard Hunt on Bedloes Island
and a 151 foot one inch statue was erected. Is it coincidence that all three of these men were
Freemasons? When we look closely we see the Masons have hidden their secret number seven
throughout the statues structure. These are a few examples of the hidden sevens.
1)
There are twenty five windows in the statues head; 25, broken down is 2 + 5 which is 7.
2)
The statue is 151 ft 1 inch tall. Any idea why the extra one inch? With the one inch added the
height is 1813 inches which is then divisible by seven. It is divisible 259 times: 259 is 2+5+9= 16, 1+6= 7.
3)
The base has 4 Grecian columns on each side: 4 x 4=16, 1 +6 =7.
4)
There are 16 leaves on the torch of the light bearer: 16 is 1+6 which equals 7.
5)
There are seven points of the sunburst on the head of the goddess of liberty.
It was the tallest structure ever built at that time in New York and it weighted two hundred and four
tons. It took over two hundred men, working seven days a week, nine years to erect. Another thing most
seem to not see is the fact that the Lady Liberty is CHAINED down with her feet. If she represents liberty,
why is she chained down?
In Revelation 17:5 it talks about the Harlot having on her forehead the name “Mystery”. One of the
meanings of “mystery” is: secret religious societies rites. “Babylon” is referred to as a Harlot, a lady,
hence, “Lady Liberty”. The Harlot spoken of in Revelation 17:5 proclaims the land of New York as her
city. The Whore mother is an abomination. From her head you will see seven rays of light protruding
outward. These rays of light are the same as those portrayed on the American Seal.
There is also a replica of Lady Liberty in Las Vegas. If Las Vegas isn’t one of the financial sewers
of the world, then what place is? Mammon takes the form of billions of dollars worth of lights, glitter, sex,
movies, and many other forms of entertainment in the city known throughout the world as the “City Of
Lights”. I might add that the curse of “Lady Liberty” is now being brought to us in Canada in the form of
“East Side Marios Restaurant Chain”. This franchise restaurant uses as an attraction, a large replica of
the “Statue Of Liberty”. People sit around and eat in the presence of the “Queen Of Heaven”.
The Bible speaks many times of Babylon the city. Please note that Babylon the city is located in
Iraq, the home of one of the worst anti-Christ’s to ever walk the face of the earth, Saddam Hussein. This
city was destroyed many years ago. This city was famous for its “hanging Gardens”, they were one of the
seven wonders of the world.
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This lady, quite fittingly, lifts her arm up high in the sky, with a golden torch (cup) in her hands. She
beacons to the world, and the world has indeed gone mad over Babylon, and has indeed drunk of the
wine of her fornication. And yet, we have not begun to touch the parameters of Yahveh for this mighty
end time nation Babylon The Great. We have not even begun to prove that America is and must be
Babylon The Great. We have only skimmed the surface of parameters.
DASYD MINISTRY "DO AS YESHUA DID" dasydministry.org Jerry Hennig (Dec 10/21)
excerpt from Last Days Book.
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